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The problem discussed here arises from attempts to say more about 
the topological properties of the spectrum M, of a commutative unitary 
FrCchet algebra A than one can immediately deduce from the definitions: 
It is a completely regular Hausdorff space that is also hemicompact 
(hence, Lindelof and paracompact), see [6]. The specific question being 
studied was whether or not M, with the Gelfand topology G is a k-space 
(i.e., whether or not G is compactly generated). Warner has shown [S] 
that if a -+ a” is an algebra isomorphism of A onto C(M,), then G is 
compactly generated. Dors showed [2] that FrCchet algebras constructed 
(as described below) from inverse limit systems of holomorphic function 
algebras O( Uj) will have spectra that are not k-spaces whenever {dim Uj} 
is unbounded. We consider here the other possibility: (dim Uj} is 
bounded. 
The main result is that if A = proj lim O( U,), where {O( Uj)} is a suitable 
dense inverse limit system and each Uj is a holomorphically convex 
open subset of C”, then the Gelfand topology G on M, is compactly 
generated. In fact, MA can be given the structure of a complex analytic 
manifold (compatible with G), M, is an n-dimensional Stein manifold, 
O(M,) = A, and every relatively compact open subset of MA is holo- 
morphically embeddable in @ n. We give an example to show that we have 
done more than arrive at a complicated way of constructing open subsets 
of C”. 
In Section 1, we prove the preliminary results concerning three 
topologies on the spectrum of a FrCchet algebra constructed from other 
FrCchet algebras. In Section 2, we state and prove the main result, 
give the example mentioned above, and close with some remarks on 
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a converse to the Main Theorem, extending the main result to allow 
more general Uj’s, and a problem raised by these results. 
1. SOME TOPOLOGIES ON THE SPECTRUM OF AN F-ALGEBRA 
In this section, we consider three natural topologies on the spectrum 
of an F-algebra that is realized as the inverse limit of F-algebras. 
A dense inverse limit sequence of commutative unitary F-algebras is 
a pair ({Aj}j"_l, {Pj)j",~>, where each Aj is a commutative unitary 
F-algebra and each pj is a continuous homomorphism of AjJml onto a 
dense subalgebra of Aj . We denote this by writing “{ pj : A,,, --f Aj) is 
a dense inverse limit sequence....” Suppose we have such a sequence. 
We denote the spectrum of ilj equipped with the Gelfand topology by 
Mj and let qj be the restriction of pj* to Mj . Since pi has dense image 
its dual qj is a continuous injection of JJj in 2Wj,.r . If $1 * llz)i=l is a 
determining sequence of algebra seminorms for Aj we let Mji = 
(9’ E hlj : I 9J(a)l G il 12 llji( a E A,)}. The sequence {M,,)~=r consists of 
compact subsets of Mj and covers all compact subsets of Mj : if K is 
a compact subset of Mj , then there exists i E N such that K 2 izlji . 
Let (pj : Ajel + Ajj be a dense inverse limit sequence of F-algebras 
(all algebras are henceforth assumed to be commutative and unitary), 
and let A = proj lim A, = C(aj) E L!Aj : aj = pj(aj+J (j E N)]. Then 
A with the relativized product topology is an F-algebra and if we denote 
the jth projection restricted to A by Pj , then we have a family 
(Pj : A + Aj} of continuous homomorphisms with dense range and for 
each j we have Pj = pi 0 Pj.+l . Let Qj = Pj* 1 Mj . Since Pj has dense 
range, Qj is injective. Let G denote the Gelfand topology on &I, . 
With respect to this topology, each Qj is continuous. Further, if K is 
any G-compact subset of M, , then there exist i, j E N such that 
K 6 Qj(Mji). Th is is the case because the family (11 * jlji : i, j E N} 
determines the topology of A, where li(ulJiji :c Ij aj jlji , the I! . jlji on 
the right being the ith seminorm for Aj . 
We now define two more topologies on MA . First, the topology kG: 
12 C M, is kG-open if, and only if, for each G-compact subset K of MA 
the set J2 n K is relatively G-open in K. Equivalently, kG is the final 
(inductive) topology determined by the family {iK: (K, G / K) + M,: 
K is G-compact), iK being the inclusion map on K to M, . Clearly, the 
topology KG is at least as fine as G(G < kG) and they agree (by the 
definition of KG) if and only if (M, , G) is a k-space. The question of 
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whether or not G = kG for every F-algebra is the “k-space problem” 
solved in the negative by the construction due to Dors that we describe 
below. The second topology Yo is the final topology determined by the 
family {Qj: Mj + M> of injections: D C M, is &-open if and only if 
for each j E IV the set Q;-‘(Q) is open in Mj . Since Qj: Mi -+ (M, , G) 
is continuous for each j E N, we see that G < Yo . 
We use, hereafter, the notation established in the preceding discussion. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let {pj: Aj+l -+ Aj} be a dense inverse limit sequence 
of F-algebras and let A = proj lim Aj. If each qi (= pi* / Mj) is an 
embedding and if each (n/r, , G) is a k-space, then kK = & on M, . 
Proof. Let !2 C MA be kG- open. Fix j E N. For each i E N the set 
Q n Qi(Mii) is G- o p en in Qj(Mii). Since Mji is compact the map Qji = 
Qi 1 M~i: M~i ---f Qj(M~i) is a homeomorphism. Now Q;‘[fi n Q,(M,,)] = 
Qi’(sZ) n Mji . Since Mj is a k-space and {Mj,}& covers all compact 
subsets of Mi it follows that Q;‘(A~) is open in ill, . Hence, ~2 is &,-open. 
Let Sz C M,., be Ye-open, and fix a compact subset K C M, . By our 
remarks above we have i, j E FU such that K C Q,(Mji). The set Sz n K = 
[i2 n Qj(Mji)] n K is G- o en in K if .Ci n Qi(MJ is G-open in Qj(Mji); p 
equivalently, if Q;‘(sZ n Qj(Mj,)) is open in Mji . The latter set is 
QT’(.Q) n Mji , wh’ h ic is open by virtue of our assumption regarding J2. 
Hence, J2 is kG-open. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let {pi: Ai+l -+ Aj) be a dense inverse limit sequence 
of F-algebras and let A = proj lim Aj . If each qj (= pi* 1 Mj) is an 
embedding of Mi in Mf,l with open image, then for each j E N, the map 
Qj: Mi --t (M, , Jro) is an embedding with open image. 
Proof. Fix j E N. It is sufficient to show that if Vj is an open subset 
of Mi , then Qj( Vj) is &-open in MA . Let Wi = Qi( Vj). We must show 
that for each i E N the set Qi’( Wi) is open in Mi . If i < j, then Qi = 
Qi 0 42, where q( = qiml 0 **a 0 qi: Mi --t Mj is continuous. Hence, 
Qi’( Wj) = (qi’)-‘(Qi’( Wj)) = (qi’)-‘( V,), an open subset of Mi . If 
i > j, then Qj = Qi 0 qji, and qji: Mj --t Mi is an embedding with open 
image. Hence, Q;‘( Wi) = e”(Qi’( W,)) = qji( Vj) is open in Mi . 
We now specialize to the concrete situation we wish to study. Let 
{kj}& be a sequence of positive integers and for each j E N, let Ui be a 
holomorphically convex open subset of Ckj. The algebra O( Ui) with the 
topology of compact convergence is a commutative unitary F-algebra and 
the evaluation map is a homeomorphism of lJj onto (M,(,+, , G), 
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(see [5, p. 1711). S’ mce Uj is locally compact (&rC(U,) , G) is a k-space 
(see [6, Appendix D]). We identify Uj and MOct,Tj) . We assume that for 
each j E N we have a holomorphic embedding qj: Uj + Uj+i such that 
qj*: O( fijL1) --f ol( Uj) has dense range. This is the setting of Dors’ 
construction [2]. W e note that since r/:. is open in @“I (hence, has 
dimension ki) we must have kj < kj+l for each j E N. This situation is 
realizable. From [l] we have the following: qj* has dense range if and 
only if qj is a nonsingular holomorphic map and qj( Uj) is O( U,+J convex. 
If (kj) is unbounded, Dors has shown that the spectrum of proj lim O( Uj) 
is not a k-space. We assume that (kj) is bounded; hence, eventually 
constant. Since the first few terms of (O( CT,)) are irrelevant, we take 
kj =Y n. In this case, the conditions on the qj’s are relaxed. We know that 
the holomorphic embedding qj: CJj ---f O;._, has open image and is 
nonsingular (see [7, Example 141). Thus, qj* has dense range if and only 
if Qj( ~ij) is O( Uj+i)- convex. We combine our abstract results to obtain 
the theorem needed in Section 2. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let (Ui)j”,l be a family of holomorphically convex open 
subsets of Cn and assume that there is a family {qj: ~‘j + Uj.,.l>~==l of 
holomorphic embeddings such that qj( Uj) is O( CTjm,l)-convex for each j E N. 
Then {qj*: O( Uj,.l) + O( Uj)} is a dense inverse limit sequence of F-algebras. 
Let A - proj lim O( Vi). Then 
(I) the topologies KG and To (determined by Qj: rJj + M,]) agree. 
(2) for each j E N the map Qj: Uj + (M, , kG) is an embedding 
with open image. 
2. THE MAIN RESULTS 
We now state and prove the Main Theorem of the paper. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A = proj lim(qj*: O( Uj+l) + O( r/i)>, where qj: 
Uj + Uj,l is a holomorphic embedding with O( Uj+&convex image and 
Uj 2 @” is holomorphically convex and open. Then 
(1) G = KG on MA . 
(2) M.4 can be given the structure of an n-dimensional complex 
analytic mantyold (compatible with the topology G) in such a way that MA 
is a Stein manifold, A- = @MA) and M., has the following property: 
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(*) If Q is any relatively compact open subset of M, , then 9 is 
holomorphically embeddable in Cn. 
Proof. From Section 1 we know that KG = 7o. Let M,” = 
(M, , KG). We first define a complex structure on MAk so that A^  = 
O(M,‘). For each j E N let 8, = Qj( r,‘j). Each set Szj is KG-open and 
Q?‘: Qj -+ Ui is a homeomorphism. Hence, {(!Zj , Qi’):j E N> deter- 
mines a 2n-dimensional (real) topological manifold structure on MAk. 
We must show that for each i,j E N the map Q;’ 0 Qi: Q;‘(& n Dj) -+ @” 
is biholomorphic. If i < j, then Qi C Qi and Q;‘(sZ% n Qi) = qi’( Ui) 
and Q;” 0 Qi is (qij)-l, which is biholomorphic. The case i > j is treated 
similarly. Thus, M, k admits a complex analytic structure of dimension n. 
If a E A, then for each j E N the function a” 0 Qj is holomorphic in Uj 
since a” 0 Qj = (Pja)^ = Pja E O( 17~). Hence, A^  Z O(MAk). LetF E 6J(MAk). 
Then, for each j E N, we have Fj = F 0 Qj E 0( cij) and e*(Fj+l) = 
%l 0 qj = F 0 Qi+l 0 qj = F 0 Qj = Fj . Hence, (F 0 Qj} E proj lim 0( Ui) 
and there exists a E A such that a” = F. 
That MAIc is hemicompact (countable at infinity) is clear, since G 
and KG compacta are the same. Since holomorphic and A-convexity are 
the same we have that M,,,” is holomorphically convex. Also, A (= O(MAk) 
separates the points of M,“. Finally, if v,, E MAk, then q,, E Sz,,, for some 
m and Q,;;L” is a local coordinate system at y,, (in Sz,). By approximating 
Q;’ sufhciently closely by F E S(M Ak, P) we will have F nonsingular 
near v0 . Thus, MAk is an n-dimensional Stein manifold and S(M,lc) = A, 
(the four facts we just verified are the defining properties of a Stein 
manifold, see [S, p. 1051). 
The given topology on a Stein manifold X is the coarsest topology with 
respect to which each FE O(X) is continuous. This can be proved 
easily by using the proper embedding theorem: There exists N E N and 
FE 0(X, CN) such that F: X + CN is proper (see [5, p. 124; 4, p. 2221). 
In our case the “given” topology on the Stein manifold M,” is KG. 
We know that G < KG and @(nil/) = A .^ Thus, every FE O(M,“) is 
continuous with respect to the topology G. It follows that G = kG. 
That MA satisfies (*) is clear since every relatively compact open 
subset of MA is contained in some Q, . 
An obvious question is whether we might have just devised a com- 
plicated procedure for constructing holomorphically convex domains 
in C*. We give an example to show that MA need not be embeddable. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let X = C x (1, 2) C C2. It is easily verified that X 
is a complex analytic manifold of dimension one that is not holomor- 
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phically embeddable in Cl (this last fact being a consequence of the fact 
that an entire function on C can omit at most one complex number from 
its range). It is, however, spread in Cl by (i,j) --f c( j = 1, 2). Let 
U,,, = D(-m; m) u D(m; m) C Cl, and define qm: U, --t i7,,l+1 by 
s,,(5) = 5 + 1 for i E D( m; m) and q,,(l) = 5 - 1 for 5 E D( -m; m). 
The following facts are easily verified. For each m E N, the algebras 
O( U,,) and h’(D(0; m)) @ O(D(0; m) are topologically isomorphic, 
proj lim O( Uj) = proj lim B(D(0; m)) @ proj lim O(D(0; m)) = O(C) @ 
O(C) ‘v O(X). Thus, we may identify X and MIJroj ii,,, cO(ri,) . 
Remarks I. Theorem 2.1 admits a converse: If X is an n-dimensional 
Stein manifold that satisfies( *), then there exists a sequence fqj: Uj-+ U,,,} 
of holomorphically convex open subsets in @‘I and holomorphic embed- 
dings qj such that qj( Ui) is O( ?i~‘~+~)- convex for each j such that O(X) N 
proj lim O( Uj). This follows from the existence in X of an ascending 
sequence {Q,} of relatively compact, O(X)-convex, open sets such that 
x = g, Qj . 
2. We note that the result generalizes without difficulty to the case 
where each Uj is an n-dimensional Stein manifold. In this case, we obtain 
the conclusion that M, is an n-dimensional Stein manifold and A = 
o(M.J. 
3. Theorem 2.1 and its converse give us a reasonable class of Stein 
manifolds. All examples we have constructed so far have been spread 
manifolds. In the n = 1 case Gunning and Narasimhan have shown [3] 
that every connected Stein manifold (i.e., connected open Riemann 
surface) is spread over C l. Their methods do not allow immediate 
conclusions about whether or not higher-dimensional Stein manifolds 
satisfying condition (*) are necessarily spread manifolds. 
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